The properties of the insertion of a general spin rotator into a circular accelerator are examined. It is shown that even for a small rotation angle depolarization from weak imperfection resonances is avoided.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a Siberian Snake -a device that rotates the spin by 180 ° around a horizontal direction -is expected to eliminate the effects of strong depolarization resonances that occur in circular accelerators. It is thus natural to ask the question whether a partially excited Siberian Snake -a device that rotates the spin by 6 < 180 ° around a horizontal directionwould eliminate the effect of weak depolarizing resonances as they occur in low energy machines (< 50 GeV). Such a partially excited Siberian Snake would have the additional advantage of reducing the orbit excursions that occur in the standard configuration of a Siberian Snake of a sequence of vertical and horizontal bends.
SPIN TUNE
It is easy to show that the insertion of a fully excited Siberian Snake in a accelerator causes the spin tune us to become 1/2. As a result none of the conditions for depolarizing resonances Notice that this equation has the correct limits:
no Snake : 
Similarly the depolarization from the passage through an integer resonance generated by a partially excited Siberian Snake can be estimated. We can write the localized spin rotation from the Siberian Snake at the turning angle 00 as a delta-function:
× 6(0 -6°) (7)
The strength of the generated depolarizing resonance at integer no is simply the amplitude of the corresponding Fourier component:
The formula for depolarization is then For the AGS with lel < 10 -2 this means 6 >> 4 ° ensures complete spin-flip at every integer resonance. Fig. 2 shows the result of a simulation calculation for a partially excited Siberian Snake with 6 = 9 °. The spin was tracked through a integer resonance and the final polarization was plotted as a function of the strength of the 
POLARIZATION DIRECTION
With a single partially excited Siberian Snake inserted in an accelerator the stable polarization direction will no longer be vertical but tilted away from the vertical direction by an amount the depends both on energy and turning angle. The stable polarization direction can easily be determined from the one-turn matrix M: This work was supported by a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy.
